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The Method

Of what is this house composed if not of the sun

 Wallace Stevens
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The Account

First person singular? Adam? But he
lost it. Eve? She
swam the channel

*

Yr movements telegraph ‘Liberty’
to space. The
Great Wall

*

Foundations
eye
the apex
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Ode: On Arrival

Same yellow jacket (white & black-specked trim), same air of total 
involvement in distraction (in being distracted), same way of 
hovering in the whole trained light of another’s active will? Check. 
This one, however, notices you; you double-take. Action proves 
nothing (us: our entrances, our activities, environment). A gesture 
arrested in bloom, transitory, permanent – an atmosphere turned 
amber, pinning down. (Drowned or blissful, taking her place?) I 
could (eclipse and cloud it with a wink) bow down. Threshold gains: 
a passive onslaught not (as heretofore) a balanced interrogation, lit 
& under siege. Precocious, precious enfant – ancient, lapidary – is 
delight her get-out clause? Her destination?  Out of the question. 
An aching suspicion, beside the point, surely, mere anxiety, that 
something so complete (anything so) does not need witnesses.
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Face

Narrative continues   Fire does
into sleep.    destroy everything.

[…]

Everything deepens    Extending a
into distance.     deictic hand.

Away

I keep      Sumptuous clothing
not identifying.     in abeyance.

[…]

Hold throat     Traffic islands
into tune.    island traffic.
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From

No escape    (A far
from energy.     flung matter.)

[…]

Castle ramparts    Object you
riding roughshod.    yourself made.

Them

Take finger     Shatter proof
off pulse.     window open.

[…]

Gather them     Reproductions sink
before opening.     or swim.


